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(a) Rare Pose Refinement

(b) Occluded Pose Refinement

Fig. 1: State-of-the-art human pose/shape estimators (e.g., VIBE [21]) suffer
from severe jitters on videos containing rarely seen or occluded poses, resulting in untrustworthy perceptions. We propose a novel plug-and-play temporal
refinement network, SmoothNet, significantly alleviating this problem. Note
that this is a video figure, best viewed with Acrobat Reader.
Abstract. When analyzing human motion videos, the output jitters
from existing pose estimators are highly-unbalanced with varied estimation errors across frames. Most frames in a video are relatively easy to
estimate and only suffer from slight jitters. In contrast, for rarely seen or
occluded actions, the estimated positions of multiple joints largely deviate from the ground truth values for a consecutive sequence of frames,
rendering significant jitters on them.
To tackle this problem, we propose to attach a dedicated temporalonly refinement network to existing pose estimators for jitter mitigation, named SmoothNet. Unlike existing learning-based solutions that
employ spatio-temporal models to co-optimize per-frame precision and
temporal smoothness at all the joints, SmoothNet models the natural smoothness characteristics in body movements by learning the longrange temporal relations of every joint without considering the noisy
correlations among joints. With a simple yet effective motion-aware fullyconnected network, SmoothNet improves the temporal smoothness of
existing pose estimators significantly and enhances the estimation accuracy of those challenging frames as a side-effect. Moreover, as a temporalonly model, a unique advantage of SmoothNet is its strong transferability across various types of estimators, modalities, and datasets.
Comprehensive experiments on five datasets with eleven popular backbone networks across 2D and 3D pose estimation and body recovery tasks
demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed solution. Code is available at
https://github.com/cure-lab/SmoothNet.
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Introduction

Human pose estimation has broad applications such as motion analysis and
human-computer interaction. While significant advancements have been achieved
with novel deep learning techniques (e.g., [5, 18, 22, 34, 38, 47]), the estimation
errors for rarely seen or occluded poses are still relatively high.
When applying existing image-based pose estimators for video analysis, significant jitters occur on those challenging frames with large estimation errors
as L1/L2 loss optimization is directionless. Moreover, they often last for a consecutive sequence of frames, causing untrustworthy perceptions (see Estimated
Results in Figure 1). Various video-based pose estimators are proposed in the
literature to mitigate this problem. Some use an end-to-end network that takes
jitter errors into consideration [6, 19, 21, 35, 45], while the rest smooth the estimation results with spatial-temporal refinement models [20, 27, 43] or low-pass
filters [4, 8, 11, 13, 17, 36, 41, 46]. These solutions, however, do not consider the
highly-unbalanced nature of the jitters in the estimated poses, resulting in unsatisfactory performance.
On the one hand, existing learning-based solutions (including end-to-end and
refinement networks) employ Spatio-temporal models to co-optimize per-frame
precision and temporal smoothness at all the joints. This is a highly challenging
task as jittering frames typically persist for a while, and they are associated
with untrustworthy local temporal features and noisy correlation among the estimated joints. On the other hand, applying low-pass filters on each estimated
joint with a long filtering window could reduce jitters to an arbitrarily small
value. Nevertheless, such fixed temporal filters usually lead to considerable precision loss (e.g., over-smoothing) without prior knowledge about the distribution
of human motions.
Motivated by the above, this work proposes to attach a dedicated temporalonly refinement network to existing 2D/3D pose estimators for jitter mitigation,
named SmoothNet. Without considering the noisy correlations (especially on
jittering frames) among estimated joint positions, SmoothNet models the natural smoothness characteristics in body movements in a data-driven manner.
The main contributions of this paper include:
– We investigate the highly-unbalanced nature of the jitter problem with existing pose estimators and empirically show that significant jitters usually
occur on a consecutive sequence of challenging frames with poor image quality, occlusion, or rarely seen poses.
– To the best of our knowledge, this is the first data-driven temporal-only
refinement solution for human motion jitter mitigation. Specifically, we design simple yet effective fully-connected networks with a long receptive field
to learn the temporal relations of every joint for smoothing, and we show it
outperforms other temporal models such as temporal convolutional networks
(TCNs) and vanilla Transformers.
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(a) Sudden Jitters.

(b) Long-term Jitters.

Fig. 2: Two kinds of jitters are caused by pose estimation errors. The horizontal
coordinate represents frames, and the vertical coordinate shows joint position
values. Output errors are composed of jitter errors J and biased errors S.

– As a temporal-only model, SmoothNet is a plug-and-play network with
strong transferability across various types of estimators and datasets.
SmoothNet is conceptually simple yet empirically powerful. We conduct
extensive experiments to validate its effectiveness and generalization capability
on five datasets, eleven backbone networks, and three modalities (2D/3D position
and 6D rotation matrix [54]). Our results show that SmoothNet improves the
temporal smoothness of existing pose estimators significantly and enhances the
estimation accuracy of the challenging frames as a side-effect, especially for those
video clips with severe pose estimation errors and long-term jitters.

2
2.1

Preliminaries and Problem Definition
Human Pose Estimation

For video-based human pose estimation, L frames of a video X are inputs to
the pose estimator f , and it outputs the estimated poses Ŷ ∈ RL×C , where
C = N × D. N is the number of keypoints associated with datasets, and D
denotes the dimensions of each keypoint (2D [5,24,34,38] or 3D [29,35,47,48,50]).
The above process can be simply formulated as Ŷ = f (X). The estimator is
trained in a supervised manner with the labeled ground truth Y ∈ RL×C .
Key Evaluation Metrics. To evaluate the per-frame precision, the metric is
the mean per joint position error (MPJPE ). To measure the smoothness or jitter
errors, the metric is the mean per joint acceleration error (Accel ).
2.2

The Jitter Problem from Pose Estimators

An ideal pose estimator that outputs accurate joint positions would not suffer
from jitters. In other words, the jitter problem is caused by pose estimation
errors, which can be divided into two parts: the jitter error J between adjacent
frames and the biased error S between the ground truth and smoothed poses.
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(a) Overall Framework
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Fig. 3: SmoothNet is a plug-and-play temporal-only refinement network for
jitter mitigation. (a) shows the refinement flow. (b) demonstrates the estimated
results of a state-of-the-art estimator RLE [24] and how SmoothNet can improve the precision (upper curve) and smoothness (lower curve).

In Figure 2, we differentiate sudden jitters and long-term jitters based on the
duration of jitters. Moreover, according to the degree of jitters, existing jitters
can be split into small jitters caused by inevitably inaccurate and inconsistent
annotations in the training dataset (e.g., [1,26]) and large jitters caused by poor
image quality, rare poses, or heavy occlusion.
State-of-the-art end-to-end estimators such as [21, 24] can output relatively
accurate estimation results and small jitters for most frames (see Figure 3(b)).
However, they tend to output large position errors when the video segments with
rare/complex actions and these clips also suffer from significant jitters (e.g., from
200 to 250 frames in Figure 3(b)).
The jitter problem in human pose estimation is hence highly unbalanced.
Generally speaking, sudden jitters are easy to remove with low-pass filters [3,
36, 46]. However, handling long-term jitters J is quite challenging because they
usually entangle with ambiguous biased errors S.

3
3.1

Related Work and Motivation
Spatio-Temporal Models for Smoothing

Existing learning-based jitter mitigation solutions can be categorized into two
types: end-to-end solutions and refinement networks after pose estimators. For
the former category, various types of temporal models (e.g., gated recurrent
units (GRUs) [6, 21, 27, 53], temporal convolutional networks (TCNs) [35, 47],
and Transformers [44, 51]) are used for temporal feature extraction. Other endto-end solutions employ regularizers or loss functions to constrain the temporal
consistency across successive frames [19, 31, 33, 39, 43, 49]. Recent pose refinement works [15,20,43] take smoothness into consideration with spatial-temporal
modeling. Specifically, Jiang et al. [15] designed a transformer-based network to
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smooth 3D poses in sign language recognition. Kim et al. [20] propose a non-local
attention mechanism with convolutions represented by quaternions. Considering
occlusions on multi-person scenes, Vege et al. [43] conduct energy optimization
with visibility scores to adaptively filter the keypoint trajectories.
Without considering the highly-unbalanced nature of the jitter problem in
pose estimation, the above solutions still cannot yield a smooth sequence of
poses. There are mainly two reasons for such unsatisfactory performance. On
the one hand, multiple joint positions largely deviate from the ground-truth for
consecutive frames with long-term jitters, and the extracted spatial/temporal
features themselves are untrustworthy, rendering less effective smoothing results.
On the other hand, co-optimizing the jitter error J and the biased error S is
challenging, and we name it the spatio-temporal optimization bottleneck.
We conduct comprehensive experiments on the popular 3D skeleton-based
methods [29, 35] and SMPL-based approaches [21, 22] under single-frame, multiframe, and smoothness loss settings. Due to space limitations, we put the results
in the supplementary materials and summarize our key findings here: (i). compared to single-frame models, spatial-temporal models have better performance.
However, the reduction in jitter errors J are still unsatisfactory (e.g., Accels are
reduced from 33mm to 27mm [21]); (ii). further adding an acceleration loss between consecutive frames or enhancing temporal modeling in the decoder design
can benefit Accels but harm MPJPEs (increase biased errors S), due to the
optimization bottleneck between per-frame precision and smoothness.
With the above, a temporal-only pose smoothing solution is more promising
for jitter mitigation. Moreover, without using vastly different spatial information, such solutions have the potential to generalize across different datasets and
motion modalities.

3.2

Low-Pass Filters for Smoothing

Low-pass filters are general smoothing solutions, and they are used for pose
refinement in the literature. For example, moving averages [12] that calculate
the mean values over a specified period of time can be used to smooth sudden
jitters. Savitzky-Golay filter [36] uses a local polynomial least-squares function
to fit the sequence within a given window size. Gaussian filter [46] modifies the
input signal by convolution with a Gaussian function to obtain the minimum
possible group delay. Recently, a One-Euro filter was proposed in [4] for realtime jitter mitigation with an adaptive cutoff frequency.
As a general temporal-only solution, low-pass filters can be applied to various
pose refinement tasks without training. However, it inevitably faces the trade-off
between jitters and lags, resulting in significant errors under long-term jitters.
Motivated by the limitations of existing works, we propose a novel data-driven
temporal-only refinement solution for 2D/3D human pose estimation tasks, as
detailed in the following section.
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Method

Instead of fusing spatial and temporal features for pose refinement, we explore
long-range temporal receptive fields to capture robust temporal relations for
mitigating large and long-term jitters. Specifically, the proposed SmoothNet g
learns from the noisy estimated poses Ŷ ∈ RL×C generated by any pose estimators f .
The refinement function can be simply formulated as Ĝ = g(Ŷ), where
Ĝ ∈ RL×C is the smoothed poses.

Self Attention Layer

(a) TCN block

(b) Transformer block

(c) SmoothNet block

Fig. 4: Temporal relation extraction with (a) TCN, (b) Transformer, and (c)
FCN. The input circles mean T frames information in one spatial dimension.

4.1

Basic SmoothNet

Consider a fixed-length long sequence of the estimated joint positions, our objective is to capture temporal relations for smoothing. There are three popular
temporal architectures that support long receptive fields without error accumulation, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Temporal convolutional networks (TCNs) [2] conduct local convolutions (e.g., kernel size is 3) at each layer and employ dilation
operations with multiple layers to enlarge the receptive field. In contrast, Transformers [42] or fully-connected networks (FCNs) have global receptive fields at
every layer, which can better tolerate long-term jitters than local convolutions
in TCNs. While Transformers have become the de facto sequence-to-sequence
models in many application scenarios [9, 37, 51, 52], we argue it is less applicable
to our problem when compared to FCNs. In a Transformer model, the critical
issue is to extract the semantic correlations between any two elements in a long
sequence (e.g., words in texts or 2D patches in images) with self-attention mechanisms. However, for pose refinement, we are more interested in modeling the
continuity of motions on each joint (instead of point-wise correlations), which
spans a continuous sequence of poses.
Consequently, in this work, we propose to use FCNs as the backbone of our
SmoothNet design, which is position-aware and easy to train with abundant
pose data from human motion videos. Additionally, according to the superposition of movements [10], a movement can be decomposed as several movements
performed independently. Based on this principle, each axis i in channel C can
be processed independently.
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Fig. 5: A simple yet effective SmoothNet design.
The proposed network is shown in Figure 5, where we construct multiple FC
layers with N residual connected blocks along the temporal axis. The computation of each layer can be formulated as follows.
(1)

  \small \hat {Y}_{i,t}^{l+1} = \sigma (\sum _{t=1}^T w_{t}^{l}*\hat {Y}_{i,t}^{l}+b^{l}), \label {eq:fc} 

where wtl and bl are learnable weights and bias at the tth frame and they are
shared among different ith axis, respectively. σ is the non-linear activation function (LeakyReLU is chosen by default). To process Ŷ with SmoothNet, we
adopt a sliding-window scheme similar to filters [23, 36, 46], where we first extract a chunk with size T , yield refined results thereon, and then move to the
next chunk with a step size s (s ≤ T ), preventing a loss of the last few frames.
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Fig. 6: The motion-aware SmoothNet design. It explicitly models the velocity
and acceleration with adjacent frames to achieve better pose refinement.

Our goal is to capture jitter patterns and reduce jitter errors J, which mainly
present as acceleration errors. It is straightforward to model acceleration explicitly in addition to position. Accordingly, we further inject the movement function
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into our network, i.e., velocity and acceleration. Given the prior with physical
meaning, it is beneficial to leverage first-order and second-order motion information, making the learning process converge better and faster than the Basic
SmoothNet. Specifically, given the input Ŷ, we first compute the velocity and
acceleration (subtract by two consecutive frames) for each axis i, according to
the Equation 2.
  \small \hat {V}_{i, t} = \hat {Y}_{i,t} - \hat {Y}_{i,t-1}, \quad \hat {A}_{i, t} = \hat {V}_{i,t} - \hat {V}_{i,t-1}. \label {eq:motion} 

(2)

As shown in Figure 6, the top branch is the baseline stream to refine noisy
positions Ŷ. The other two branches input the corresponding noisy velocity V̂
and acceleration Â. To capture the long-term temporal cue, we also employ
Equation 1 to refine the velocity and acceleration. All branches consist of the
same FC layers and blocks. Then, we concatenate the top embedding of three
branches to aggregate information from different order of motions and perform
a linear fusion layer to obtain the final refined poses Ĝ. Similar to the basic
scheme in Section 4.1, this motion-aware scheme also works in a sliding-window
manner to process the whole input sequence.
4.3

Loss Function

SmoothNet aims to minimize both position errors and acceleration errors during training, and these objective functions are defined as follows.
  \small L_{pose} = \frac {1}{T\times C}\sum _{t=0}^{T}\sum _{i=0}^{C} |\hat {G}_{i,t} - Y_{i,t}|, \label {eq:loss1} 

(3)

  \small L_{acc} = \frac {1}{(T-2)\times C}\sum _{t=0}^{T}\sum _{i=0}^{C} |\hat {G}''_{i,t} - A_{i,t}|, \label {eq:loss2} 

(4)

where Ĝ′′i,t is the computed acceleration from predicted pose Ĝi,t and Ai,t is
the ground-truth acceleration. We simply add Lpose and Lacc as our final target.

5

Experiment

We validate the effectiveness of the proposed SmoothNet and show quantitative
results in the following sections. Due to space limitations, we leave more analysis,
discussions, and demos to the supplementary material. For more experimental
details, please refer to the code.
5.1

Experimental Settings

Backbones. We validate the generalization ability on both smoothness and
precision of the proposed SmoothNet covering three related tasks and several
corresponding backbone models. For 2D pose estimation, we use Hourglass [34],
CPN [5], HRNet [38] and RLE [24]; for 3D pose estimation, we implement
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FCN [29], RLE [24], TPoseNet [43] and VPose [35]; in terms of body recovery,
we test on SPIN [22], EFT [16], VIBE [21] and TCMR [6].
Training sets. To prepare training data, we first save the outputs of existing
methods, including estimated 2D positions, 3D positions, or SMPL parameters.
Then, we take these outputs as the inputs of SmoothNet and use the corresponding ground-truth data as the supervision to train our model. In particular,
we use the outputs of FCN on Human3.6M, SPIN on 3DPW [28], and VIBE on
AIST++ [25] to train SmoothNet.
Testing sets. We validate SmoothNet on five dataset: Human3.6M [14], 3DPW
[28], MPI-INF-3DHP [30], AIST++ [25, 40] and MuPoTS-3D [32] datasets.
Evaluation Metrics. To measure the jitter errors, we follow the related works [6,
19, 21] to adopt Accel. This is measured in mm/ frame2 for 3D poses and pixel/
frame2 for 2D poses. To evaluate the precision for each frame, besides MPJPE,
the Procrustes Analysis MPJPE (PA-MPJPE) is another commonly used metric,
where it removes effects on the inherent scale, rotation, and translation issues.
For the 3D pose, the unit is mm. For the 2D pose, we simply use pixel in an
image to validate the accurate localization precision.
Implementation Details The basic SmoothNet is an eight-layer model including the first layer, three cascaded blocks (N=3), and the last layer as a
decoder. The motion-aware SmoothNet contains three parallel branches with
the first layer, one cascaded block, and the last layer for each branch. The input
window size T is 32 and the moving step size s is 1. In addition, we use the sliding
window average algorithm [23] based on smoothed results to avoid frame drop
and reduce spikes. The parameters of SmoothNet is 0.33M, and the average
inference time is less than 1.3k fps on a CPU and 46.8k on an A100-SXM4-40GB
GPU.
5.2

Comparison with Existing Solutions

Comparison with Filters We compare SmoothNet against three commonly
used filters on the AIST++ dataset with pose estimator VIBE [21]. Experimental
results are shown in Table 1. As can be observed, SmoothNet achieves the best
performance, and it reduces Accel by 86.88% and MPJPE by 8.82% compared
to the original pose estimation results. Since we can easily trade off smoothness
and lag in filter designs, there could be a large set of solutions with different
Accel and MPJPE values. In this table, we present two possible solutions with
the greedy search: one with comparable Accel with SmoothNet and the other
with the minimum MPJPE.
As a data-driven approach, SmoothNet effectively learns the motion distribution of the complex movements in the dataset, resulting in much better
MPJPEs values, especially when Accel is comparable. Among the three filters, the one-Euro filter shows inferior performance, and we attribute it to the
real-time frame-by-frame jitter mitigation strategy used in it. Additionally, as
SmoothNet can benefit from GPU acceleration, it yields a much faster inference speed than filters (marked by *).
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Human Mesh Recovery

Table 1: Comparison SmoothNet with widely-used filters on
AIST++ [25]. The upper table with filters shows their lowest MPJPEs, and
the lower table is when their Accels are comparable to ours. * means the inference speed is tested on a GPU.
Method

Accel MPJPE PA-MPJPE

VIBE [21]

31.64 106.90

72.84

-

w/ One-Euro [4]
10.82 108.55
w/ Savitzky-Golay [36] 5.84 105.80
w/ Gaussian1d [46]
4.95 103.42

74.67
72.15
71.11

2.31k
31.22k
37.45k

w/ One-Euro [4]
4.67 135.71
w/ Savitzky-Golay [36] 4.36 118.25
w/ Gaussian1d [46]
4.47 105.71

103.22
85.39
71.49

2.43k
30.19k
38.21k

w/ Ours

69.67

1.30k/46.82k*

4.15 97.47

Test FPS

We further plot the MPJPE and Accel distribution of the original pose output from VIBE, VIBE with a Gaussian filter, and VIBE with SmoothNet in
Figure 7. As can be observed, 98.7% of VIBE’s original Accel output falls above 4
mm/f rame2 . With Gaussian filter and SmoothNet, this percentage decreases
to 56.5% and 41.6%, respectively. As for MPJPEs, 5.78% of VIBE’s outputs
are smaller than 60 mm and 16.43% estimated poses are larger than 140 mm.
Gaussian filter increase the former proportion to 6.31% and decrease the latter proportion to 14.27%, improving precision slightly by removing some small
jitters and sudden jitters. In contrast, SmoothNet can increase the former percentage to 13.01% and decrease the latter percentage to 7.82% (a relative 45.2%
reduction). We attribute the much higher performance of our solution to the fact
that SmoothNet can relieve large and long-term jitters effectively, thanks to
its data-driven modeling of the smoothness characteristics in body movements.
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Fig. 7: Comparison of smoothness and precision distributions on AIST++.
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Refinement Results for Existing Methods

As a plug-and-play network, SmoothNet can be combined with any existing
pose estimators. Here, we show the results on both skeleton-based methods and
SMPL-based methods.

3D Pose Estimation

2D Pose Estimation

Table 2: Results of SmoothNet attached to 2D and 3D pose estimators on Human3.6M dataset. * is spatio-temporal backbones.
Method

Accel MPJPE PA-MPJPE MPJPE-1% Accel-1%

Hourglass [34]
Hourglass w/ours

1.54
0.15

9.42
9.25

7.64
7.57

55.81
55.50

2.71
0.23

CPN [5]
CPN w/ours

2.91
0.14

6.67
6.45

5.18
4.96

51.86
51.65

4.17
0.22

HRNet [38]
HRNet w/ours

1.01
0.13

4.59
4.54

4.19
4.13

18.16
16.98

3.55
0.26

RLE [24]
RLE w/ours

0.90
0.13

5.14
5.21

4.82
4.78

16.67
16.16

2.28
0.19

FCN [29]
FCN w/ours

19.17 54.55
1.03 52.72

42.20
40.92

161.00
40.03
151.08↓6.2% 1.52↓96.2%

RLE [24]
RLE w/ours

7.75 48.87
0.90 48.27

38.63
38.13

139.04
16.54
136.70↓1.7% 1.01↓93.9%

VPose [35] (T=27)*
VPose (T=27)* w/ours

3.53 50.13
0.88 50.04

39.13
39.04

153.87
7.95
153.29↓3.8% 0.94↓88.2%

VPose (T=81)*
VPose (T=81)* w/ours

3.06 48.97
0.87 48.89

38.27
38.21

149.97
6.52
149.57↓0.3% 0.85↓87.0%

VPose (T=243)*
2.82 48.11
VPose (T=243)* w/ours 0.87 48.05

37.71
37.66

150.25
6.01
149.88↓0.2% 0.83↓86.2%

All estimation results are re-implemented or tested by us for fair comparisons.

2D and 3D Pose Estimation In Table 2, we compare the results of skeletonbased methods on the Human3.6M dataset. The Accel of all the backbones followed by our pose refinement method is significantly reduced, and MPJPE is also
reduced to some extent. Specifically, Accel and MPJPE are reduced to a greater
extent for the single-frame networks. Also, we observe that the refined Accel is
similar with different backbones, indicating that SmoothNet can effectively
remove different kinds of jitters in pose estimation. Since SmoothNet is only
trained with FCN-Human3.6M, the improvements on FCN [29] is larger than
other backbones with 94.6%, 3.4% and 3.0% reduction in Accel, MPJPE and
PA-MPJPE, respectively. To explore the impact on significant biased errors and
long-term jitters, we further calculate the largest 1% of MPJPE (MPJPE-1% )
and their corresponding Accel (Accel-1% ) as the worst 1% estimated poses for
each backbone. On average, the estimated Accel on these poses are decreased by
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about 90%. In particular, we could achieve an 6.2% improvement on the trained
backbone FCN with MPJPE reduced from 161.00mm to 151.08mm. This is
because significant position errors are usually accompanied by long-term and
large jitters, and SmoothNetcan reduce them as a side-effect during smoothing. Moreover, the above results across backbones also validate the generalization
capability of SmoothNet.
Human Mesh Recovery In Table 3, we give results of SMPL-based methods for body recovery on 3DPW [28], MPI-INF-3DHP [30], and Human3.6M
dataset [14]. SmoothNet is trained with the pose outputs from SPIN [22]. We
test its performance across multiple backbone networks.

Table 3: Results of SmoothNet attached to human mesh recovery
models on 3DPW [28], MPI-INF-3DHP [30], and Human3.6M [14] dataset. * is
spatio-temporal backbones.
3DPW

Method

MPI-INF-3DHP

Human3.6M

Accel MPJPE PA-MPJPE Accel MPJPE PA-MPJPE Accel MPJPE PA-MPJPE
SPIN [22]
SPIN w/ours

30.8
5.5

87.6
86.7

53.3
52.7

28.5
6.5

100.2
92.9

61.4
60.2

18.6
2.8

68.5
67.5

46.5
46.3

VIBE* [21]
VIBE* w/ours

23.2
6.0

83.0
81.5

52.0
51.7

22.3
6.5

91.9
87.6

58.9
58.8

15.8
2.9

78.1
77.2

53.7
53.4

TCMR* [6]
6.8
TCMR w/MEVA* [27] 6.2
TCMR* w/ours
6.0

86.5
88.7
86.5

52.7
55.0
53.0

8.0
6.5

92.6
88.9

58.2
58.9

3.8
3.1
2.8

73.6
77.2
73.9

52.0
55.4
52.1

All estimation results are re-implemented or tested by us for fair comparisons.

Overall, our method has a consistent improvement in smoothness and precision. Specifically, SmoothNet can reduce Accel on SPIN and VIBE by a large
margin. Compared to the original estimated poses from SPIN, our method improves by about 82.1% and 1.0% on Accel and MPJPE, respectively. For the
TCMR backbone, since it has used some smoothing strategies in its models,
their original Accel is relatively small. However, the first and last few frames
could not be smoothed out with their method. Our model can relieve such jitters and further enhance its performance. Moreover, we add the post-processing
slerp filter to minimize Euclidean distance on quaternion from MEVA [27] on top
of TCMR backbone. The filter can improve Accel, but causes over-smoothness,
leading to higher position errors.
5.4

Ablation Study

Comparisons on Temporal Models. To further validate the capability of
the proposed FCN-based temporal model SmoothNet, we compare it with (i).
traditional Gaussian1d filter; (ii). temporal convolutional networks [2] with a
small kernel size (here is 3) in each layer, with 6, 8, 10 layers to obtain 27, 81,
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Table 4: Comparison results with different temporal models on VIBEAIST++. × is to use overlapped sliding-window scheme, which is used in
SmoothNet by default. Ours⋆ is the same model with a non-overlapping sliding
window.
Method
Accel
MPJPE
PA-MPJPE

Gaussian1d TCN(27) TCN(81) TCN(81)× TCN(243) Trans.× Ours⋆ Ours×
4.95
103.42
71.11

14.46
103.53
72.99

11.84
101.17
72.30

8.71
99.54
71.80

Basic-Train
Ours-Train
Basic-Test
Ours-Test

150
MPJPE

10.07
99.76
71.92

100
50
0

5

10

15
Epoch

20

25

6.15
99.30
71.89

5.45 4.15
98.34 97.47
71.02 69.67

110
105
100
95
90
85
30

Fig. 8: Impact of model designs from the training and testing precision curves.

and 243 final receptive fields, respectively; (iii). self-attention-based Transformer
(Trans.); (iv). TCN (81)× with overlapped sliding window scheme to enhance
the output quality. Same as the Section 5.2, we use inputs from VIBE-AIST++.
Results are shown in Table 4, which indicates (i). the performance of TCN
improves with increased receptive fields; (ii). the Accel of TCNs are worse than
that of the filter [46], implying local aggregation of noisy poses with the shared
kernels cannot handle large and long-term jitters well; (iii) the MPJPE of TCNs
and Transformers are lower than that of the filter, indicating learning-based
methods can further reduce biased errors S with learning the noisy pose prior;
(iv) Transformer achieves a good balance between Accel and MPJPE with the
global receptive field at each layer, but not as good as SmoothNet. We attribute
it to the unnecessary self-attention operations for the pose refinement task, which
is no guarantee to model the smoothness pattern well. Lastly, our method show
superiority in all metrics even without overlapped sliding window scheme. Note
that the sliding window scheme can relieve the spikes at the junction of two
sliding windows, especially when MPJPE is huge.
Comparison between the Two Proposed Models. To capture the longrange temporal relations from noisy estimated pose sequences, we first propose
a simple model with the residual fully connected network on temporal dimension,
named basic SmoothNet. To further improve performance, we design a motionaware temporal network as the SmoothNet in Sec. 4.2. Figure 8 illustrates the
training and testing precision curves of these two models on 3DPW. We can
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observe that (i) basic model tends to somewhat overfit; (ii) SmoothNet fits
better and obtain slightly lower position errors. In comprehensive studies, we
summarize the motion-aware SmoothNet can fit better than the basic one,
while the basic one can obtain impressive results with its simple design.
Impact of Window Size. The window size W will largely impact of smoothness
from previous sliding-window-based methods [6, 20, 21, 36]. We demonstrate the
effects on different window sizes from 2 to 256 frames in Table 5. As the window
size becomes longer, the Accel decreases consistently, but the MPJPE and PAMPJPE initially decrease, then begin to increase slightly, indicating that when
the size exceeds 64 frames, the results of the three metrics tend to be saturated.
Therefore, 64 frames can be suitable to balance the smoothness and precision.

Table 5: Impact of window size W on VIBE-AIST++ [25].
W

VIBE

2

8

16

32

64

128

256

Accel
31.63 17.89 5.76 4.54 4.15 4.07 4.04 4.03
MPJPE
106.90 102.57 99.98 98.62 97.47 97.06 93.20 94.89
PA-MPJPE 72.84 71.48 70.51 69.85 69.67 69.89 70.57 71.52

6

Conclusion

In this work, we propose SmoothNet, a simple yet effective pose refinement network to improve the temporal smoothness and per-frame precision of existing
pose/body estimators. Compared to existing solutions, SmoothNet can deal
with long-term significant jitters, which often occur with rare/complex poses,
as verified with comprehensive experiments on a large number of backbone networks, commonly modalities and datasets.
Broader Impact: SmoothNet is a temporal-only model targeting at removing
various jitters, which takes advantage of the continuity of human motion, and
generalizes well across backbones, modalities, and even datasets. Accordingly,
this idea could be applied to other related tasks, such as whole-body estimation,
pose tracking, and multi-object tracking, to further improve their smoothness
and precision. Moreover, SmoothNet could potentially provide a smoothness
prior over human motion, which is complementary to pose prior VPoser [7] and
motion prior MPoser [21].
Limitation and Future Work: SmoothNet is a sliding-window-based model,
which limits its use in real-time systems since we can not aggregate future poses
to refine the historical poses. A real-time and accurate refinement model will be
beneficial for online applications. We leave them for future work.
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